Bakery Equipment

About GRAIDCO
GRAIDCO (Global Relief Aid and Development Company) is established in The Netherlands and offers a
wide range of products and services related to Industrial Kitchen, Textile & Garment, Laundry Equipment,
Bakery Equipment, Beauty & Care, Furniture, Mobile Solutions and General Relief.
The portfolio of GRAIDCO is amongst others focussed on supplying equipment for rehabilitation and
development of education and training projects in developing countries.
Due to the demand of our customers we have decided to extend our existing program with a product
group solely focussed on the supply of bakery equipment destined for projects in the field of education,
refugee camps and field missions. Over the past two years GRAIDCO has closely co-operated with their
suppliers in order to bring this specific activity to the next level. As a result of this, we can now offer you a
full range of bakery equipment for your specific project.
We can supply the equipment on a regular basis, but we also have the possibility to supply on a project
basis. In cooperation with the members of our business group, we can offer you a turn-key solution for
your project, including consultancy, supply of equipment, assembly, installation and training.

Field missions, refugee camps and remote camps for workers
Installing a complete line of bakery equipment gives you the possibility to foresee in your own food
production as far as it concerns to bread or bread related products. Ideal for field missions, refugee camps
or camps for workers who often have to deal with large numbers of people located in remote areas.
Operating your own bakery in these areas makes you more independent from daily deliveries that are
often severely influenced by logistics. Moreover you will always have the availability of daily fresh bread.
Extending your bakery line with your own operated wheat grinding installation makes it even possible to
engage local farmers by using their grain harvest.

Mobile bakery solutions
In cooperation with our partners we can offer mobile solutions for small bakery production lines by
transforming 20 feet or 40 feet containers into fully operational bakeries. On request we can equip the
units with their own power supply which makes it possible to use them in remote areas where there is a
lack of electricity. Container bakery can be used for bread baking in field conditions for armed forces, civil
defense and emergency rescue services and humanitarian organizations. Baking with the container bakery
includes the different steps involved in the process: kneading, dividing, manual forming, fermentation
(rising), baking and natural cooling. The container basis makes it easy to transport the mobile bakeries to
almost every possible area or location.

Delivery program
GRAIDCO is able to provide a wide range of bakery equipment which gives you the possibillity to set up
your bakery from the beginning to the end. We can even help you with all the necessary bakery accessories
and suitable bakery clothing. We are able to provide the following bakery equipment:
Wheat grinders and flour milling machines

Dough processing

Various kinds of wheat grinders and flour milling
machines.

Techniques used in dough production depends on
the type of dough and final product. Several types
of machines can be offered:
•
Bun dividers
•
Dough divider
•
Dough moulder: table top or floor standing
•
Conical rounders

Water management systems
Water chillers can be used when it is necessary to
cool the water required for mixing dough. They are
easily to be connected to the main water supply.
Cool water can even be stored in the water chillers.

Mixers
Various types of mixers can be supplied, depending on their purpose and the capacity needed. Planetary:
tabletop or floorstanding, Spiral: fixed bowl or removable bowl, Fork: fixed bowl or removable bowl.
Pastry sheeters
Table top pastry sheeters have been designed
to work effortlessly with all kinds of dough and
can be sheeted quickly and easily to the desired
thickness. Systems are hand operated and desire
a minimum of training.
Ovens
Various kind of ovens can be offered:
•
Electric deck ovens
•
Rotating rack ovens
•
Multi deck tunnel ovens
•
Oven loading systems
•
Pizza ovens

Sealers

Baking accessories

Sealers to pack your finished bakery products can
be supplied in various options as tabletop system
or as floorstanding system.

Next to all the necessary bakery machinery we
can also help you with bakery pans, baking tools
and utensils, disposable bakeshop supplies and
measuring and mixing supplies.

Education and Training Projects
GRAIDCO can offer you in cooperation with its
partners a concept focused on education and
training for the bakery and the hospitality business.
The concepts are based on creating a real life
practical learning environment which reflects all
aspects of the bakery sector and include training
and demonstration facilities. Here we can train
students for a career in the bakery industry or
improve the bakery skills of current employees.
Our training and education projects enables
students to become a professional in bakery and
patisserie which will help them to find a job at
local bakeries or hotels.

GRAIDCO offers you a turnkey solution; development, supply of the equipment, installation and training.

Portfolio
The portfolio of GRAIDCO goes further then the supply of Bakery Equipment. Our current
portfolio consists of the product groups mentioned below. Equipment can be supplied to you
as single products but we can also look at the possibility for a turn-key approach, consisting of
consultancy, supply of equipment, installation, commissioning and training.

Industrial Kitchen

Furniture

Textile & Garment

Bakery Equipment

Beauty & Care

Laundry Equipment

Mobile Solutions

General Relief

Please contact us for more information about the abovementioned product groups or any
other specific product. We kindly request you to contact us directly via:
Email sales@graidco.nl - Phone +31.166.603604 - Fax +31.166.606055
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